Multi-Color, Large-Format, Industrial Label & Sign Printer

There’s no job too big, too small, or too colorful for DuraLabel Kodiak. Create multi-color signs on demand for your entire facility, all from one machine. Whether you need large-format signs, compliant workplace safety signs, hazard communication labels, or wayfinding—Kodiak will get it done.

Features
- Print small labels to large signs with 4" – 10" supplies
- Expand output with single and multi-color supplies
- Operate with little to no training
- Streamline label creation with built-in design software
- Use without a network connection

Improve Safety Today!
888-637-3893 | GraphicProducts.com/Kodiak
Intuitive Design

DuraLabel Kodiak is simple to use. It features a full-color 9” touchscreen, wireless keyboard, stylus, and built-in label design software.

Applications

No matter the industry, there’s no job Kodiak can’t handle.

- GHS/HazCom 2012
- OSHA-compliance
- Arc Flash
- Pipe Markers
- Maintenance
- Traffic Control
- 5S & 6S
- Kaizen
- Hazardous Material
- Equipment Identification
- Wayfinding
- Bilingual
- Safety
- Vehicle Identification
- Aisle Markers
- Security
- Barcoding
- Procedures
- Egress
- Electrical

Smart Software

LabelForge PRO™ label design software is preloaded on Kodiak with the ability to install on your own PC. Design custom signs or start with industry-specific label templates for countless applications including: arc flash, GHS/HazCom 2012, wayfinding, and more.

- Easily comply with common industry standards
- 1,500+ symbols to enhance message
- Personalize signs to address specific needs

Versatile Supplies

From harsh indoor/outdoor environments to tough surfaces, your signs and labels will outlast the elements with versatile supplies. Kodiak’s dual print heads eliminates waste, saves on cost, and makes it easy to change ribbon colors.

- 4” to 10” supply widths
- Multi-color print capabilities (two ribbon and one supply stock)
- Single and multi-color supplies
- Reflective, BoldGlo, Marine, UL 969, Die-cuts and more

Industrial-Strength Premium Vinyl & Ribbon

Premium Vinyl is available in 4” - 10” widths in a variety of colors. This versatile and durable vinyl is dependable in indoor/outdoor environments. When paired with Premium Ribbon, printed signs resist moisture, abrasion, fading, and most chemicals.

All specifications subject to change without notice.